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Zoo Time 2013-01-01
the new novel from the author of the finkler question winner of the man
booker prize 2010

Zoo Time ENHANCED EDITION 2012-09-07
an enhanced edition of zoo time the new novel from booker prize winning
author howard jacobson including author video and podcasts comedy is never as
clever as when howard jacobson is on a roll and this book finds him
barrelling independent on sunday brilliantly composed crackling with jacobson
s wit superb wordplay and boundless exuberance times literary supplement
seriously funny alexei sayle daily telegraph novelist guy ableman is in
thrall to his vivacious wife vanessa a strikingly beautiful red head contrary
highly strung and blazingly angry the trouble is he is no less in thrall to
her alluring mother poppy more like sisters than mother and daughter they
come as a pair a blistering presence that destroys guy s peace of mind
suggesting the wildest stories but making it impossible for him to
concentrate long enough to write any of them not that anyone reads guy anyway
not that anyone is reading anything reading guy fears is finished his
publisher fearing the same has committed suicide his agent like all agents is
in hiding vanessa in the meantime is writing a novel of her own guy doesn t
expect her to finish it or even start it but he dreads the consequences if
she does in flight from personal disappointment and universal despair guy
wonders if it s time to take his love for poppy to another level fiction
might be dead but desire isn t and out of that desire he imagines squeezing
one more great book by turns angry elegiac and rude zoo time is a novel about
love love of women love of literature love of laughter it shows our funniest
writer at his brilliant best all the trademark jacobson qualities waspish
comedy transgressive sex wry riffs on jewishness prose so scintillating you
might miss its underlying artistry are here in spades the mail on sunday once
again jacobson shows that the true humorist is among the best kinds of
novelist his humour is neither cheap nor chirpy but addresses fundamental
mysteries sunday telegraph

Who's Sorry Now 2011-08-31
marvin kreitman the luggage baron of south london lives for sex or at least
he lives for women at present he loves four women his mother his wife hazel
and his two daughters and is in love with five more charlie merriweather on
the other hand nice charlie loves just the one woman also called charlie the
wife with whom he has been writing children s books and having nice sex for
twenty years once a week the two friends meet for a chinese lunch contriving
never quite to have the conversation they would like to have about fidelity
and womanising and which makes you happier until today it is charlie who
takes the dangerous step of asking for a piece of marvin s disordered life
but what follows embroils them all the wives no less than the husbands and
none of them will ever be the same again
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Coming From Behind 2011-03-31
in an ever divided britain this wryly observed novel is a timely and thought
provoking read from the booker winning author of the finkler question a very
funny bitterly intelligent novel do read it malcolm bradbury sefton goldberg
mid thirties english teacher at wrottesley poly in the west midlands small
sweaty lustful defiantly unappreciative of beer nature and organised games
gnawingly aware of being an urban jew islanded in a sea of country loving
anglo saxons obsessed by failure morbidly in his own case gloatingly in that
of his contemporaries so much so that he plans to write a bestseller on the
subject in the meantime he is uncomfortably aware of advancing years and
atrophying achievement and no amount of lofty rationalisation can disguise
the triumph of friends and colleagues not only from cambridge days but even
within the despised walls of the poly itself or sweeten the bitter pill of
another s success

The Making of Henry 2004
out of the blue henry nagel receives a solicitor s letter telling him he has
inherited a sumptuous apartment in st john s wood he is glad to escape the
north where there is nothing and no one to keep him after nearly 60 years of
disappointment his life is about to change

Redback 2013-03-31
winner of the 2010 man booker prize karl leon forelock is a product of the
northern english town of partington the wettest spot in europe and a graduate
with a double starred first in the moral decencies from malapert college
cambridge sent to sydney on a cia bursary on a mission to teach the
australians how to live leon quickly discovers that there are some natives
who believe that they have an education to pass on in return but it is at the
hands of the women in australia that leon receives his most painful and on
occasions his most pleasurable lessons meanwhile in a foul dilapidated bush
privy way up in the bogong high plains the redback sucks her teeth and waits
her turn

Roots Schmoots 1995-08-01
when fast breaking political events forced british novelist jacobson peeping
tom to put off a trip to lithuania planned as a search for his jewish roots
he accepted an offer from the bbc to visit jewish communities around the
globe instead this informed and witty account of his experiences deals with
the wide variety of contemporary jewish life as well as with how jacobson s
observations affected his own concept of what it means to be a jew riding an
emotional roller coaster he witnessed the hostility between jews and african
americans in new york city attended services in a gay synagogue in california
and found his basic cynicism about religion reinforced after he spent time
with orthodox jews in israel although his spirits were lifted by a visit to
an idealistic tolerant israeli kibbutz his journey concluded with the
postponed trip to lithuania where the author found virulent anti semitism
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The Act of Love 2010-12-15
frank ritz is a television critic his partner melissa paul is the author of
pornographic novels for liberated women he watches crap all day she writes
crap all day it s a life or it was a life but now they re fighting locked in
oral combat he won t shut up and she is putting her finger down her throat
again so there s only one thing for it frank has to go but go where and do
what frank ritz has been on heat more or less continuously since he could
speak his own name let him out of the house and his first instinct is to go
looking for sex deviant sex treacherous sex even straight sex so long as it s
immoderate he s never been choosy but what happens when sex is all you know
but no longer what you want

No More Mr Nice Guy 2011-08-31
a tender love story this book is alive it pulses with warmth and intelligence
the times a wickedly observed novel about falling in love at the end of your
life by the man booker prize winning author of the finkler question at the
age of ninety something beryl dusinbery is forgetting everything including
her own children she spends her days stitching morbid samplers and tormenting
her two carers with tangled tales of her husbands and affairs shimi carmelli
can do up his own buttons walks without a frame and speaks without spitting
among the widows of north london he s whispered about as the last of the
eligible bachelors he forgets nothing especially not the shame of a childhood
incident that has long hung over him there s very little left remaining for
either of them but perhaps just enough to heal some of the hurt inflicted
along the way and find new meaning in what s left shortlisted for the wingate
literary prize 2020

Live a Little 2019-07-04
travelog of tour around australia passing reference to aborigines seen en
route commentary of racism in northern australia

In the Land of Oz 1987
barney fugleman has two major preoccupations in life sex and literature he is
obsessed by the life and work of a man hailed by many as a genius of the
nineteenth century and by barney as a prurient little victorian ratbag this
curious propulsion drives him out of finchley and out of the life he shares
with sharon and her rampant marvellings to cornwall there he offends serious
ramblers with his slip on snakeskin shoes fur coat and antagonism to all
things green and growing as he stomps the wild atlantic cliffs on long morbid
walks tampering with the truth tangling with the imperious camilla and
telling a riotous tale by the winner of the man booker prize and author of
the finkler question
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Peeping Tom 2011-02-08
an acutely observed collection of occasional pieces that pick at absurdist
life and reveal him to be a quiz a cultural critic gifted with precise comic
timing the times the author s prose is always a delight a book that manages
the high wire act of being genuinely funny while dispensing genuine wisdom
times literary supplement jacobson is one of the great sentence builders of
our time i feel i have to raise my game even just to praise in short he is
one of the great guardians of language and culture all of it long may he
flourish nicholas lezard guardian week after week for eighteen years the
booker prize winning novelist howard jacobson wrote a weekly column for the
independent reflecting in inimitable style on the sacred and the profane in
turn the frivolous and the serious the deeply personal and the most universal
the shame and humiliation inherent in death is explored with frank astuteness
matisse darts and the power of love are celebrated while cyclists are very
much censured and meanwhile a beloved old labrador walks his last walk as
life elsewhere hurtles on and away the dog s last walk is a collection of
wisdom and iconoclasm for our uncertain times and one that reveals one of our
greatest writers in all his humanity sharp and playful surreal and thoughtful
and occasionally rather moving new statesman yes jacobson is an entertainer
and he does indeed entertain but in a way that stimulates rather than simply
amuses sunday telegraph his columns were always one of the best things in the
independent funny argumentative contrary and stuffed with ideas as well as a
big sympathetic personality philip hensher spectator

The Dog's Last Walk 2017-03-09
one of the all time great memoirs daily telegraph wonderful candid shrewd and
moving william boyd laugh out loud glorious and uproarious simon schama
howard jacobson s funny revealing and tender memoir of his path to becoming a
writer howard jacobson was forty when his first novel was published in mother
s boy he traces the life that brought him there born into a working class
jewish family in 1940s manchester he did not lack encouragement or subject
matter jacobson takes us from childhood and studying at cambridge through
landing in sydney as a maverick young professor and on to his first marriage
and the birth of his son later he begins new and often surprising ventures in
places as disparate as london wolverhampton boscastle and melbourne infused
with bittersweet memories of jacobson s parents and friends this is the story
of a writer s beginnings and of learning to understand who you are before you
can become the writer you were meant to be hilariously brilliant david
baddiel howard jacobson brilliantly transforms calamity into rip roaring
comedy craig brown mail on sunday

Mother's Boy 2022-03-03
kevern doesn t know why his father made him put two finger across his lips
whenever he began a word with a j it wasn t then and isn t now the time or
place for asking questions ailinn too has grown up in the dark about who she
is and where she comes from the past is a dangerous country not to be visited
or talked about she is new to the village kevern has lived here in half
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hiding all his life they feel a surge of protectiveness for each other the
moment they meet on their first date kevern kisses the bruises under her eyes
he doesn t ask who did it brutality has grown commonplace they aren t sure
whether they have fallen in love of their own accord or whether they ve been
pushed into each other s arms but who would have pushed them and why nothing
in this extraordinary new novel by howard jacobson is certain time lurches
what passes for memory might not have happened accidents might not after all
be accidental history itself has been disowned if this is the consequence of
removing your enemies and disturbing the necessary equilibrium of hate could
it be time to reinvent them into these sinister calculations first ailinn and
then kevern are drawn

J 2014-09-30
it takes a particular kind of man to want an embroidered polo player astride
his left nipple occasionally when i am tired and emotional or consumed with
self dislike i try to imagine myself as someone else a wearer of yarmouth
shirts and fleecy sweats of windbreakers and rugged tyler shorts of baseball
caps with polo players where the section of the brain that concerns itself
with aesthetics is supposed to be but the hour passes good men return from
fighting satan in the wilderness the stronger for their struggle and so do i
the winner of the 2010 man booker prize howard jacobson brims with life in
this collection of his most acclaimed journalism from the unusual disposal of
his father in law s ashes and the cultural wasteland of chitty chitty bang
bang to the melancholy sensuality of leonard cohen and desolation of wagner s
tragedies jacobson writes with all the thunder and joy of a man possessed
absurdity piles upon absurdity and glorious sentences weave together to
create a hilarious heartbreaking and uniquely human collection this book is
not just a series of parts but an irresistible unputdownable sum which
triumphantly out thurbers thurber

Whatever It Is, I Don't Like It 2011-09-05
winner of the man booker prize full of wit warmth intelligence human feeling
and understanding it is also beautifully written with that sophisticated and
near invisible skill of the authentic writer observer wonderful jacobson is
seriously on form evening standard julian treslove a professionally
unspectacular former bbc radio producer and sam finkler a popular jewish
philosopher writer and television personality are old school friends despite
very different lives they ve never quite lost touch with each other or with
their former teacher libor sevcik both libor and finkler are recently widowed
and together with treslove they share a sweetly painful evening revisiting a
time before they had loved and lost it is that very evening when treslove
hesitates a moment as he walks home that he is attacked and his whole sense
of who and what he is slowly and ineluctably changes how is it possible to
read howard jacobson and not lose oneself in admiration for the music of his
language the power of his characterisation and the penetration of his insight
the finkler question is further proof if any was needed of jacobson s mastery
of humour the times there are few writers who exhibit the same unawed respect
for language or such a relentless commitment to re examining even the most
seemingly unobjectionable of received wisdoms daily telegraph
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The Finkler Question 2010-08-02
from the beginning oliver walzer is a natural at ping pong even with his
improvised bat the collins classic edition of dr jekyll and mr hyde he can
chop flick half volley like a champion at sex he is not so adept but with
tuition from sheeny waxman fellow member of the akiva social club table
tennis team and stalwart of the kardomah coffee bar his game improves winner
of the 2010 man booker prize

The Mighty Walzer 2010-12-15
a re envisaging of shakespeare s the merchant of venice from the man booker
prize winner and our great chronicler of jewish life who is this guy dad what
is he doing here with an absent wife and a daughter going off the rails
wealthy art collector and philanthropist simon strulovitch is in need of
someone to talk to so when he meets shylock at a cemetery in cheshire s
golden triangle he invites him back to his house it s the beginning of a
remarkable friendship jacobson is quite simply a master of comic precision he
writes like a dream evening standard the funniest british novelist since
kingsley amis or tom sharpe mail on sunday

Shylock is My Name 2016-02-04
finalist for the 2014 man booker prize j is a snarling effervescent and
ambitious philosophical work of fiction that poses unsettling questions about
our sense of history and our self satisfied orthodoxies jacobson s triumph is
to craft a novel that is poignant as well as troubling from the debris
independent uk man booker prize winner howard jacobson s brilliant and
profound new novel j invites comparison with george orwell s 1984 and aldous
huxley s brave new world sunday times london set in a world where collective
memory has vanished and the past is a dangerous country not to be talked
about or visited j is a boldly inventive love story both tender and
terrifying kevern cohen doesn t know why his father always drew two fingers
across his lips when he said a word starting with a j it wasn t then and isn
t now the time or place to be asking questions when the extravagantly
beautiful ailinn solomons arrives in his village by a sea that laps no other
shore kevern is instantly drawn to her although mistrustful by nature the two
become linked as if they were meant for each other together they form a
refuge from the commonplace brutality that is the legacy of a historic
catastrophe shrouded in suspicion denial and apology simply referred to as
what happened if it happened to ailinn s guardian esme nussbaum ailinn and
kevern are fragile shoots of hopefulness as this unusual pair s actions draw
them into ever increasing danger esme is determined to keep them together
whatever the cost in this stunning evocative and terribly heartbreaking work
where one couple s love affair could have shattering consequences for the
human race howard jacobson gathers his prodigious gifts for the crowning
achievement of a remarkable career
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Expulsion from Paradise 1996-11
a provocatively entertaining savagely funny satire on donald trump by britain
s greatest comic novelist pussy is the story of prince fracassus heir
presumptive to the duchy of origen famed for its golden gated skyscrapers and
casinos who passes his boyhood watching reality shows on tv imagining himself
to be the roman emperor nero and fantasizing about hookers he is idle
boastful thin skinned and egotistic has no manners no curiosity no knowledge
no idea and no words in which to express them could he in that case be the
very leader to make the country great again

J 2014-10-14
an investigation of the origins of comedy and the meaning of laughter drawing
on biology anthropology classical studies behavioural science philosophy and
psychology with a few authorial jokes along the way

The Very Model of a Man 1993
love can change your life can it survive it howard jacobson at his finest
linda grant author of the story of the forest how is it possible to read him
and not lose oneself in admiration the times lily falls in love with sam the
minute she sets eyes on him it takes sam a day or two longer curious because
lily independent headstrong rational has never quite believed in love while
sam confident passionate romantic thought he understood it inside out lily is
an award winning television documentary maker sam is an award winning
playwright both are in relationships that have quietly expired but their
encounter makes lily and sam come alive again as they begin to work together
on the page and on screen an affair takes hold that they are powerless to
resist arriving in mid life their relationship opens unexpected new worlds
and for lily offers her a surprising form of liberation but what will happen
to them when familiarity illness and age begin to take their toll what will
survive taking us to the edge of desire love and betrayal across a lifetime
what will survive of us reveals what is left of us when we strip away every
layer

Making of Henry Header 2004-06
life should have been sunny for max glickman growing up in crumpsall park in
peacetime with his mother s glamorous card evenings to look forward to and
photographs of his father s favourite boxers on the walls but other voices
whisper seductively to him of buchenwald extermination and the impossibility
of forgetting fixated on the crimes which have been committed against his
people but unable to live among them max moves away marries out and draws
cartoon histories of jewish suffering in which no one least of all the jews
is much interested but it s a life or it seems a life until max s long
disregarded childhood friend manny washinsky is released from prison little
by little as he picks up his old connection with manny trying to understand
the circumstances in which he made a buchenwald of his own home max is drawn
into manny s family history above all his brother s tragic love affair with a
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girl who is half german but more than that he is drawn back into the
holocaust obsessions from which he realises there can be and should be no
release there is wild angry even uproarious laughter in this novel but it is
laughter on the edge it is the comedy of cataclysm

Making of Henry Proof 2004-06
comedy is never as clever as when howard jacobson is on a roll and this book
finds him barrelling independent on sunday brilliantly composed crackling
with jacobson s wit superb wordplay and boundless exuberance times literary
supplement seriously funny alexei sayle daily telegraph a sharp witty novel
from the man booker prize winning author of the finkler question novelist guy
ableman is in thrall to his vivacious wife vanessa a strikingly beautiful red
head contrary highly strung and blazingly angry the trouble is he is no less
in thrall to her alluring mother poppy more like sisters than mother and
daughter they come as a pair a blistering presence that destroys guy s peace
of mind suggesting the wildest stories but making it impossible for him to
concentrate long enough to write any of them not that anyone reads guy anyway
not that anyone is reading anything reading guy fears is finished his
publisher fearing the same has committed suicide his agent like all agents is
in hiding vanessa in the meantime is writing a novel of her own guy doesn t
expect her to finish it or even start it but he dreads the consequences if
she does in flight from personal disappointment and universal despair guy
wonders if it s time to take his love for poppy to another level fiction
might be dead but desire isn t and out of that desire he imagines squeezing
one more great book by turns angry elegiac and rude zoo time is a novel about
love love of women love of literature love of laughter it shows our funniest
writer at his brilliant best all the trademark jacobson qualities waspish
comedy transgressive sex wry riffs on jewishness prose so scintillating you
might miss its underlying artistry are here in spades the mail on sunday once
again jacobson shows that the true humorist is among the best kinds of
novelist his humour is neither cheap nor chirpy but addresses fundamental
mysteries sunday telegraph

Seeing with the Ear 1993-01-01
kevern doesn t know why his father made him put two finger across his lips
whenever he began a word with a j it wasn t then and isn t now the time or
place for asking questions ailinn too has grown up in the dark about who she
is and where she comes from the past is a dangerous country not to be visited
or talked about she is new to the village kevern has lived here in half
hiding all his life they feel a surge of protectiveness for each other the
moment they meet on their first date kevern kisses the bruises under her eyes
he doesn t ask who did it brutality has grown commonplace they aren t sure
whether they have fallen in love of their own accord or whether they ve been
pushed into each other s arms but who would have pushed them and why

Pussy 2017-04-13
a re envisaging of shakespeare s the merchant of venice from the man booker
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prize winner and our great chronicler of jewish life who is this guy dad what
is he doing here with an absent wife and a daughter going off the rails
wealthy art collector and philanthropist simon strulovitch is in need of
someone to talk to so when he meets shylock at a cemetery in cheshire s
golden triangle he invites him back to his house it s the beginning of a
remarkable friendship jacobson is quite simply a master of comic precision he
writes like a dream evening standard the funniest british novelist since
kingsley amis or tom sharpe mail on sunday

Seriously Funny 1997
featuring a broad range of contemporary british novelists from iain banks to
jeanette winterson louis de bernieres to irvine welsh and salman rushdie this
book offers an excellent introductory guide to the contemporary literary
scene each entry includes concise biographical information on each of the key
novelists and analysis of their major works and themes fully cross referenced
and containing extensive guides to further reading fifty contemporary british
novelists is the ideal guide to modern british fiction for both the student
and the contemporary fiction buff alike

What Will Survive of Us 2024-02-01
the little green book of tennis wisdom celebrates the beloved lifelong sport
of tennis from new york to roland garros london australia and everywhere in
between fans from all over the world will enjoy the musings contained within
this book some of the many past and present stars quoted here include andre
agassi arthur ashe billie jean king serena williams rafael nadal roger
federer steffi graf pete sampras novak djokovic venus williams john mcenroe
and hundreds of others whether you re a seasoned singles or doubles player or
someone who stays up late to watch a grand slam tournament you will enjoy the
words of wisdom contained in this book skyhorse publishing as well as our
sports publishing imprint is proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in sports books about baseball pro football college
football pro and college basketball hockey or soccer we have a book about
your sport or your team in addition to books on popular team sports we also
publish books for a wide variety of athletes and sports enthusiasts including
books on running cycling horseback riding swimming tennis martial arts golf
camping hiking aviation boating and so much more while not every title we
publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by
other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home

Kalooki Nights 2006
exploring the career of artist and environmentalist kurt jackson this
publication has at its centre the artist and the natural world jackson s
paintings are set in places that he has travelled to and explored regularly
and are created by an individual with a deep understanding of natural history
and ecology
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Zoo Time 2012-08-30
there is no end of talk and of wondering about art and the arts this book
examines a number of questions about the arts broadly defined to include all
of the arts some of these questions come from philosophy examples include
what makes something art can anything be art do we experience real emotions
from the arts why do we seek out and even cherish sorrow and fear from art
when we go out of our way to avoid these very emotions in real life how do we
decide what is good art do aesthetic judgments have any objective truth value
why do we devalue fakes even if we indeed even the experts can t tell them
apart from originals does fiction enhance our empathy and understanding of
others is art making therapeutic others are common sense questions that
laypersons wonder about examples include does learning to play music raise a
child s iq is modern art something my kid could do is talent a matter of
nature or nurture this book examines puzzles about the arts wherever their
provenance as long as there is empirical research using the methods of social
science interviews experimentation data collection statistical analysis that
can shed light on these questions the examined research reveals how ordinary
people think about these questions and why they think the way they do an
inquiry referred to as intuitive aesthetics the book shows how psychological
research on the arts has shed light on and often offered surprising answers
to such questions

Upfronts: J 2014-08-19
pedagogic frailty and resilience in the university presents a theoretical
model and a practical tool to support the professional development of
reflective university teachers it can be used to highlight links to key
issues in higher education pedagogic frailty exists where the quality of
interaction between elements in the evolving teaching environment succumbs to
cumulative pressures that eventually inhibit the capacity to develop teaching
practice indicators of frailty can be observed at different resolutions from
the individual to the departmental or the institutional chapters are written
by experts in their respective fields who critique the frailty model from the
perspectives of their own research this will help readers to make practical
links between established bodies of research literature and the concept of
frailty and to form a coherent and integrated view of higher education this
can then be explored and developed by individuals departments or institutions
to inform and evaluate their own enhancement programmes this may support the
development of greater resilience to the demands of the teaching environment
in comparison with other commonly used terms we have found that the term
frailty has improved resonance with the experiences of colleagues across the
disciplines in higher education and elicits a personal sometimes emotional
response to their professional situation that encourages positive dialogue
debate and reflection that may lead to the enhancement of university teaching
this book offers a particular route through the fractured discourses of
higher education pedagogy creating a coherent and cohesive perspective of the
field that may illuminate the experiences and observations of colleagues
within the profession if we are to realise the promise of higher education we
will need the concepts methods and reflections contained in this book robert
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r hoffman

Shakespeare's Magnanimity 1978

Shylock Is My Name 2016-08-01

Delivery and Quality of Public Services Furnished
by the Social Security Administration 1985

Contemporary British Novelists 2004-12-31

Bulletin - Alumni Faculty Association, School of
Medicine, University of California 1970

The Little Green Book of Tennis Wisdom 2016-08-02

Kurt Jackson 2012

How Art Works 2018-10-03

Pedagogic Frailty and Resilience in the University
2017-04-17
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